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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

 

 

       )      

PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.  )                   Docket No. ER19-469-000 

 FERC Order No. 841 Compliance Filing ) 

       ) 

PROTEST AND COMMENTS OF 

THE ENERGY STORAGE ASSOCIATION 

 

Pursuant to Rules 211 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (“FERC” or the “Commission”)1 in the above-referenced docket, the 

Energy Storage Association (“ESA”) hereby submits its Protest as pertains to the imposition of 

the 10-hour duration requirement for capacity qualification of electric storage resources included 

in the compliance filing made by PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (“PJM”) on December 3rd, 20182 

concerning proposed revisions to its Open Access Transmission Tariff (“Tariff”) to implement 

Commission Order No. 841.3 

As explained below, ESA is generally supportive of PJM’s Compliance Filing with the 

exception of basing the qualified capacity value for electric storage resources on a 10-hour 

period, which PJM refers to as the minimum run-time requirement. PJM’s assertion that the 10-

hour requirement is its current practice for pumped storage hydroelectric services and therefore, 

should be the same for non-hydro electric storage resources contravenes its tariff and creates 

arbitrary and undue burdens to storage market participation in PJM’s capacity market. 

                                                           
1 18 C.F.R. §385.211. 
2 See Order No. 841 Compliance Filing, ESR Markets and Operations Proposal of PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 

Docket No. ER19-469-000 (Dec. 3, 2018) (“Compliance Filing”). 
3 Electric Storage Participation in Markets Operated by Regional Transmission Organizations and 

Independent System Operators, Order No. 841, 162 FERC ¶ 61,127 (Feb. 15, 2018). 
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Accordingly, for the reasons outlined below, ESA respectfully requests that FERC find that the 

implementation of the 10-hour duration requirement when calculating non-hydro electric storage 

resource capacity values violates Order 841 and instead direct PJM to put in place a 4-hour 

duration requirement that is consistent with PJM’s tariff and manuals. 

In addition to the capacity duration issue, PJM has failed to include the three required 

State of Charge parameters in its amended tariff, which, as detailed below, is inconsistent with 

Order 841 and merits further development by stakeholders. 

Finally, it is unclear how the instant compliance filing will apply to storage resources co-

located at the same point of interconnection with generation and recommends FERC open an 

evidentiary docket to evaluate the market participation model when storage co-locates with 

generation. 

ESA notes that lack of comment on aspects in PJM’s compliance filing should not 

necessarily be construed as endorsement. Until this set of tariff changes is implemented and 

electric storage resources commence participation in the newly-opened markets, it will remain 

uncertain whether proposed amendments remove the present barriers necessary to facilitate the 

participation of electric storage resources in PJM’s markets, pursuant to Order 841. ESA looks 

forward to continuing to work with PJM, its stakeholders and FERC on future enhancements as 

necessary. 

I. PROTEST 

A.  PJM’s proposed ten-hour duration requirement to qualify the capacity of 

electric storage resources for capacity market participation is inconsistent 

with its own tariff and in violation of Order 841. 

Pursuant to Order 841, ISOs must ensure that electric storage resources are allowed to 

provide services in the energy, capacity and ancillary services markets that they are technically 
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capable of providing.4 The Commission clarified that “technically capable of providing a 

service” means that the storage provider must meet performance requirements necessary to 

reliably provide that service.5 Moreover, FERC has encouraged ISOs to open the capacity 

markets to electric storage as a means of increasing competition and market efficiency.6 FERC 

has found that “better integration of electric storage resources into the RTO/ISO markets is 

necessary to enhance competition and, in turn, help to ensure that these markets produce just and 

reasonable rates.” 7 

PJM argues that a 10-hour duration qualification test is currently being used to calculate 

the capacity of hydroelectric storage resources, and so Capacity Storage Resources (“CSRs”) 

should be subject to the same requirement. Although PJM might be using the 10-hour duration 

for market participants, PJM’s proposal to use the same requirement to calculate non-hydro 

CSRs capacity value is (1) inconsistent with its tariff, (2) non-definitive in its business practice 

manuals, (3) fails to adhere to the general workings of PJM’s markets, and (4) contravenes the 

spirit and the substance of Order 841. 

First, PJM’s proposal is inconsistent with its tariff. PJM’s current Tariff states that CSRs 

may offer to sell Capacity in a megawatt (“MW”) quantity consistent with their average expected 

output during peak-hour periods. PJM Tariff, Attachment DD, §5.6.1(h) states:  

“For the 2018/2019 Delivery Year and subsequent Delivery Years, a Capacity 
Market Seller that owns or controls one or more Capacity Storage Resources, 
Intermittent Resources, Demand Resources, or Energy Efficiency Resources may 
submit a Sell Offer as a Capacity Performance Resource in a MW quantity 
consistent with their average expected output during peak-hour periods.” 
[emphasis added]  

 

                                                           
4 Order 841 at P 76-77. 
5 Order 841 at P 76-77. 
6 Order 841 at P 20. 
7 Order 841 at P 20. 
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“Peak-hour periods”, for the purposes of capacity market participation, are set forth in business 

practice manuals for every listed resource type other than Capacity Storage Resources. The term 

“Peak Hours” is defined in Manual 21 for wind and solar resources as the four-hour period from 

hours “ending 3, 4, 5, and 6 pm Local Prevailing Time” on summer days.8 “Peak Hours” are not 

defined elsewhere in the manual. That said, the parallel concept of “Performance Hours” are 

defined for energy efficiency resources in PJM’s manuals as the same four-hour time period on 

summer weekdays, plus two two-hour periods during the winter.9 In similarly parallel language, 

the capacity value of Demand Resources is determined based on five one-hour periods in the 

summer and five one-hour periods in the winter.10 Not one resource identically situated with 

CSRs in PJM Tariff, Attachment DD, §5.6.1(h) have capacity values determined by average 

output over periods longer than four consecutive hours. 

Yet, PJM’s stated method of determining a CSR’s capacity value11 as the output that can 

be sustained over a 10-hour period, rather than peak-hour periods, effectively reduces the Sell 

Offer that a CSR can make in PJM’s capacity market. As such, it violates Order 841’s directive 

to ensure electric storage resources may provide all services in the capacity market that they are 

technically capable of providing. 

Second, PJM fails to explain how the 10-hour duration requirement it refers to in its 

business practice manuals is consistent with PJM’s tariff provision on the capacity market 

participation of CSRs. It may be that PJM simply determined that it would prefer specific 

Manual 21 provisions to apply to storage and goes to great lengths, in both its Transmittal 

                                                           
8 PJM Manual 21, Appendix B. 
9 PJM Manual 18b, at 11. 
10 PJM Manual 18 at 77-78. 
11 ESA notes that PJM’s qualification of capacity value determines both a resource’s MW rating for Net Capability 

and its Capacity Interconnection Rights. See PJM Manual 21, Appendix A. 
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Letter12 and the Affidavit of Jeffrey Bastian,13 to use ambiguous language from Manual 21 in 

order to justify the 10-hour capacity requirement for qualifying the capability of CSRs. 

Nevertheless, PJM’s tariff is clear that a MW quantity consistent with CSR’s average expected 

output during peak-hour periods qualifies their capacity, whereas the manual language PJM 

refers to discusses 10 hours as a means by which to determine whether a resource’s capability 

should be deemed “unlimited energy capability” or “limited energy capability”—terms unrelated 

to PJM’s tariff language on capacity market participation and Capacity Sell Offer quantity of 

CSRs. 

Moreover, whatever Manual 21’s language, the discussion and ultimate tariff language 

approved in Docket No. ER15-623 establishing PJM’s Capacity Performance Market rules 

supersede it. PJM filed a distinct method in that tariff amendment14 to qualify the MW of 

capacity that CSRs may offer to sell and made no mention of Manual 21. If PJM intended to 

apply a 10-hour requirement to the qualification of CSRs’, capacity market Sell Offers, the tariff 

filed in ER15-623 is silent in this matter. Indeed, the discussion of “average output during peak 

hours” in ER15-623 cannot reasonably be read as referring to the existing rules in Manual 21. 

In his Affidavit, Mr. Bastian attempts to redefine Peak Hours in order to justify PJM’s 

current practice of determining the capacity value of a CSR based on the output that can be 

maintained over a 10-hour period.15 Mr. Bastian explains that “[T]he ten-hour period is 

consistent with the period of elevated demand on a typical summer peak weekday… PJM loads 

                                                           
12 Transmittal Letter at 22. 
13 Compliance Filing, Attachment C. 
14 See PJM Transmittal Letter for Compliance Filing pursuant to the June 9, 2015 Order on Proposed Tariff 

Revisions in Docket No. ER15-623-000 (July 9, 2015) at 4-5. See also Answer of PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 

Docket No. ER15-623-000 (February 13, 2015) at 22-23. 
15 Attachment C, sections 5-8. 
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are at or above 90% of the daily peak for a period of approximately ten hours,…”.16 Yet, Mr. 

Bastian seems to ignore the fact that PJM already defines Peak Hours in several other instances 

already established in its manuals, and that such definitions do not in any case exceed 4 

consecutive hours. Similarly, Mr. Bastian fails to explain why PJM believes it is in scope to alter 

the definition of Peak Hours in a compliance filing to Order 841, especially in a docket designed 

to remove barriers of entry into the capacity market by electric storage resources. Indeed, it is the 

4-hour duration requirement that ESA respectfully requests FERC direct PJM to implement in 

compliance with Order 841. 

As detailed in the accompanying affidavit of Kevin Carden, the managing director of 

Astrapé Consulting and ESA’s consultant on this matter, Mr. Bastian’s opinion on the need for a 

10-hour duration requirement is based on outdated and irrelevant analyses conducted by PJM for 

an expired Demand Resource product.17 According to Mr. Carden, the Demand Resource 

product has been replaced by the significantly different Capacity Performance product; given 

those significant differences, Mr. Bastian erred in relying on Demand Resource product analysis 

in rendering his opinion. Moreover, Demand Resources are also materially different from 

Capacity Storage Resources in physical and operational characteristics. For example, Demand 

Resources generally provide service by modifying load while CSRs can both inject energy into 

the grid and receive energy from it. In addition, the limits on Demand Resources cited in the Mr. 

Bastian’s Affidavit stem from the fact that they are block-loaded, meaning Demand Resources 

provide the same load curtailment for the entire duration of an event (i.e., they are all dispatched 

over the same interval as a block, regardless of the shape of the peak).18 As Mr. Carden states, 

                                                           
16 Attachment C, section 8. 
17 Attachment C, section 9. 
18 Affidavit of Kevin Carden at 11. 
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storage is a flexible and dispatchable resource that can modify its energy injections to match 

system needs in real time; such resources are not block-loaded but rather can stagger their 

dispatch to avoid the load curtailment issues that Demand Resources create. Accordingly, Mr. 

Bastian erred by relying on an irrelevant and outdated analytical approach. 

As noted in Mr. Carden’s affidavit, Mr. Bastian’s opinion is flawed in other respects as 

well. First, his premise for a 10-hour duration requirement is based on the imminent deployment 

of 15 GWs of ESRs, which would represent 10 percent of PJM’s total system load. Recent 

historical additions of utility-scale batteries have averaged only several hundred MWs 

nationwide, and even with aggressive growth assumptions for the industry, total installed 

capacity in PJM is not expected to reach this level for well over a decade.19 Second, the 10-hour 

duration requirement proffered by Mr. Bastian appears to be based on historical references that 

are not supported by current data, thereby deriving an arbitrary duration requirement at 10-hours. 

Third, Mr. Bastian states that the 10-hour requirement is based on periods where loads are within 

10 percent of the daily peak. Notwithstanding the lack of rationale for selecting 10 percent of the 

daily peak as a standard, Mr. Carden explains that the dispatch method PJM used to establish the 

corresponding 10 hours of need assumes that storages resources are block loaded. As explained 

above, this is an inappropriate and erroneous assumption.  

Third, PJM’s 10-hour duration requirement to determine capacity offers of CSRs is 

contrary to the rationale of its Capacity Performance market. PJM’s Capacity Performance 

market rules will hold CSRs resources accountable for their performance. Indeed, in its final 

Capacity Performance filing, PJM declared that “the tariff changes in this filing are not overly 

prescriptive on qualification or eligibility requirements of a Capacity Performance Resource. The 

                                                           
19 Affidavit of Kevin Carden at 8. 
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focus instead is on creating material adverse consequences for poor performance…”20 Onerous 

qualification requirements, such as a 10-hour duration, are inconsistent with the design and 

rationale of a Capacity Performance market that subjects resources to performance requirements 

and non-performance penalties, regardless of the particular technology. Indeed, this is FERC’s 

premise in issuing Order 841 – to remove market barriers so that resources capable of 

performing in a market may participate in that market. To that end, PJM’s capacity qualifications 

should facilitate entry into its Capacity Performance market and recognize the unique physical 

and operational characteristics of CSRs, rather than seek to penalize them before they have been 

allowed to perform. 

 Additionally, PJM’s 10-hour duration qualification requirement fails to consider 

application to co-located or integrated storage and generation (e.g., a solar-plus-storage 

resource). Electric storage resources are increasingly paired with intermittent generation. It is 

unclear whether PJM intends to apply its asserted 10-hour duration qualification requirement to 

intermittent generation co-located or integrated with electric storage, as such resources are also 

dispatchable, consistent with other arguments also made by PJM. PJM needs to clarify how the 

capacity value of storage and co-located intermittent generation will be determined.  

Fourth, PJM’s 10-hour duration requirement to determine capacity offers of CSRs are 

antithetical to aims of Order 841. In Order 841, the Commission stated unequivocally that 

“qualification criteria should not present barriers to the participation of any electric storage 

resource in the RTO/ISO markets. As long as any qualification criteria that the RTO/ISOs 

propose do not create such barriers and are inclusive of, at a minimum, those resources set forth 

                                                           
20 See PJM Interconnection, Reforms to the Reliability Pricing Market (“RPM”) and Related Rules in the PJM 

Open Access Transmission Tariff (“Tariff”) and Reliability Assurance Agreement  

Among Load Serving Entities (“RAA”), Docket No. ER15-623 (Dec. 12, 2014) at 22. 
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under the definition of electric storage resources in this NOPR, then we do not find that it is 

necessary to place additional limitations on any qualification criteria that the RTO/ISOs may 

propose in response to this Final Rule.”21 PJM’s attempt to establish new capacity qualification 

criteria within this compliance filing that are more stringent than that of its existing tariffs would 

present the very barriers that Order 841 aimed to resolve. More to the point, such a change is 

beyond the scope of this proceeding and should be rejected by the Commission until such time as 

PJM submits a Section 205 tariff filing where the Commission can fully evaluate PJM’s 

proposed change. 

For the reasons outlined above, the implementation of a 10-hour duration qualification 

requirement for CSRs is non-compliant with Order 841 A 4-hour duration requirement is 

consistent with PJM’s existing market rules . Moreover, it is consistent with other markets’ 

practices: NYISO and MISO present a 4-hour duration requirement for qualifying electric 

storage for capacity markets,22,23 and ISO-NE has presented a 2-hour requirement for such.24 

                                                           
21 Order 841 P 42 (errata version). 
22 See NYISO Cover Letter, VII.B.4. Minimum Run-Time Requirement: “The NYISO proposes to insert a new 

Section 5.12.1.13 of the Services Tariff to provide that an Energy Storage Resource seeking to qualify as an 

Installed Capacity Supplier must “be capable of running for a minimum of four (4) consecutive hours each day” 

except for days when it is not capable of doing so because of an outage reported pursuant to the relevant outage 

requirements in Section 5.12 and related ISO Procedures. The four-hour minimum run time is consistent with the 

NYISO’s existing qualification requirements for Energy Limited Resources127 and Special Case Resources. 

Consistent with Order No. 841, an Energy Storage Resource may spread its output across four hours to meet the 

four-hour minimum run time, which requirement will be set forth in ISO Procedures.” [emphasis added] 
23 See MISO, Testimony of Kevin Vannoy, P 14: “MISO’s proposal modifies the definition of Use Limited Resource 

and Section 69A.3.1.d of the Tariff to allow Electric Storage Resources to qualify as Use Limited Resources to the 

extent they are able to operate for a minimum of four consecutive operating Hours across the daily coincident peak 

for each day.” [emphasis added] 
24 ISO-NE, which has a capacity market construct very similar to PJM’s Capacity Performance mechanism, has 

proposed a two-hour duration requirement. See ISO-NE Cover Letter, 2. Ability to De-Rate Capacity to Meet 

Minimum Run-Time Requirements: “The ISO-NE market rules require resources to meet the following minimum run 

times: … in the Forward Capacity Market, two hours for the provision of capacity by an electric storage resource.” 

[emphasis added] See also Section III.1.5.1.3 (including table of audit durations at Section III.1.5.1.3(j)) and Section 

III.1.7.11 (establishing Seasonal Claimed Capability of Generating Capacity Resource based on Seasonal Claimed 

Capability Audits performed pursuant to Section III.1.5.1.3). 
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Accordingly, FERC is respectfully requested to direct PJM to (1) remove all references to the 10-

hour qualification requirement for Capacity Storage Resources and (2) revise its proposal to 

clarify that the technical requirement for Capacity Storage Resources to qualify to participate in 

the Capacity Market is four hours, consistent with PJM’s current tariff and manuals. 

II. COMMENT 

A.  PJM’s failure to implement the three required state of charge parameters (State 

of Charge, Maximum State of Charge, and Minimum State of Charge) in either 

the Day-Ahead (DA) or Real-Time (RT) market design is inconsistent with 

Order 841. Recognizing that further changes beyond these three State of Charge 

parameters are needed to effectively utilize such parameters, ESA asks FERC to 

direct PJM to develop this approach in a subsequent stakeholder process 

Per Order 841, each RTO/ISO is required to revise its tariff to include a participation model 

for electric storage resources that accounts for the physical and operational characteristics of 

each resource including the State of Charge, the Minimum State of Charge and the Maximum 

State of Charge.25 In addition to defining each of the parameters,26, 27 the Order required, “each 

RTO/ISO to allow a resource using the participation model for electric storage resources to 

submit its State of Charge in both day-ahead and real-time markets”28 While the Order does 

provide a good deal of flexibility to RTOs/ISOs,29 it also specified that certain parameters, such 

                                                           
25 Order 841 P 211 (errata version). 
26 Order 841 P 213 (errata version), “the State of Charge as a bidding parameter is the level of energy that an electric 

storage resource is anticipated to have available at the start of the market interval rather than the end.” 
27 Order 841 P 215 (errata version), “the Maximum State of Charge represents the state of charge that should not be 

exceeded (i.e., gone above) when the electric storage resource is receiving electric energy from the grid, while the 

Minimum State of Charge represents the state of charge that should not be exceeded   (i.e., gone below) when an 

electric storage resource is injecting electric energy onto the grid.” 
28 Order 841 P 213 (errata version). 
29 Order 841 P 191 (errata version), “require each RTO/ISO to have tariff provisions providing a participation model 

for electric storage resources that accounts for the physical and operational characteristics of electric storage 

resources through bidding parameters or other means.” 
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as the State of Charge parameter, may only be represented through bidding parameters.30 The 

Commission identified several benefits of the utilization of these parameters in this manner.31, 32  

Per Order 841, compliance filings were to demonstrate how the ISO’s existing market rules 

account for these characteristics of electric storage resources.33  

Despite its claims to the contrary, PJM has not included any of the three state of charge 

parameters as defined in and required by Order 841. As shown in the table in PJM’s compliance 

filing and copied below,34 PJM asserts that the three state of charge parameters will be accounted 

for in various ways.  

 

                                                           
30 Order 841 P 190 (errata version). “However, we note that it may only be possible to represent some of the 

physical and operational characteristics (such as a forecasted State of Charge) through bidding parameters.” 
31 Order 841 P 213 (errata version), “We find that this requirement will provide the RTOs/ISOs with more accurate 

market information regarding the resource’s actual state of charge and prevent the RTO/ISO from needing to make 

assumptions about the state of charge of an electric storage resource, which is particularly important if the resource 

did not receive an award in the previous market interval. Moreover, it provides the electric storage resource 

owner/operator with a usable bidding parameter to reflect the actual operating conditions of the resource, providing 

more certainty to the RTO/ISO about the capabilities of the resource.” 
32 Order 841 P 215 (errata version), “These values will allow a resource using the participation model for electric 

storage resources to place limits on the degree to which the RTO/ISO can charge or discharge the resource, ensuring 

that it is operated within its design limitations and preventing excessive wear and tear.”  
33 Order 841 P 220 (errata version). 
34 Transmittal letter at 48. 
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First, the table shows that State of Charge will only be accounted for in RT telemetry, will 

not be used as a bidding parameter, and will be used only for “situational awareness in real-

time.” However, contrary to PJM’s statement, the anticipated energy level for a future market 

interval is not what the RTO’s telemetered data provides. The telemetered data provides 

instantaneous energy levels (“in real-time”). Obviously, a storage resource cannot submit its 

State of Charge as defined by Order 841 (the level of energy that an electric storage resource is 

anticipated to have available at the start of the market interval), in both day-ahead and real-time 

markets (which have offer deadlines and clearing timelines well before the instantaneous 

moment of telemetered data), by telemetering instantaneous state of charge to the RTO. So PJM 

clearly has not represented the State of Charge bidding parameter as defined in and required by 

Order 841. In fact, PJM’s proposed tariff does not even mention “state of charge.” 
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Looking to the example set by the California ISO (CAISO) with its State of Charge 

parameter, as referenced in the Order,35 storage resources in CAISO submit the State of Charge 

bid parameter as part of the DA market offer, which has a deadline of 10AM on the day prior to 

the operating day. Clearly, this State of Charge parameter in CAISO is far from a telemetered 

value. 

While PJM’s use of the telemetered State of Charge value can be beneficial by helping 

avoid infeasible dispatch in real-time, it cannot help avoid infeasible schedules in the DA 

market, which is the main benefit of the CAISO State of Charge parameter and one of the 

purposes of including the requirement in the NOPR and for affirming its use in the Order. 

Second, the table shows that Minimum and Maximum State of Charge will not even be 

submitted to PJM but will be “accounted for by other submitted Bidding Parameters.” However, 

PJM fails to demonstrate that other submitted bidding parameters will account for these unique 

parameters, which represent the state of charge that should not be gone above or gone below 

when the electric storage resource is receiving electric energy from or injecting electric energy 

onto the grid. None of PJM’s other parameters, either alone or in combination with one another, 

can reflect such preferred state of charge limits. PJM also proposes that these characteristics be 

accounted for by the electric storage resource in managing its state of charge,”36 and that storage 

resources can manage their own state of charge “through their offer, choices of modes and 

through updating their operating parameters.”37 However, FERC mandates the implementation of 

Maximum and Minimum State of Charge parameters,38 such preferred state of charge limits 

                                                           
35 Order 841 at P 205. This discussion references CAISO Tariff, Att. A, section 30.5.6 stating that scheduling 

coordinators representing Non-Generator Resources may submit bids including the state of charge for the day-ahead 

market to indicate the forecasted starting physical position of the Non-Generator Resource.” 
36 Transmittal Letter at 49. 
37 Transmittal Letter at 48.  
38 Order 841 at P 194, P 213, and P 215. 
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cannot be accounted for by use of offers, operating modes, or the proposed parameters because 

they do not provide the level of specificity delivered by the required parameters. 

By failing to include the three Order 841-required state of charge parameters, PJM fails 

to comply with the Order. State of charge is a fundamental characteristic of a storage resource’s 

physical and operational parameters and must be taken into account in market clearing as well as 

during dispatch in order to facilitate these resources’ participation in the RTO/ISO markets.  

These three parameters are important as they can help ensure feasible schedules for an 

energy limited resource in the DA and RT markets. Without them, there is a greater chance of 

infeasible schedules, and thus infeasible dispatch, poor performance and the imposition of 

penalties, all of which would present barriers to the participation of storage resources in the 

RTO/ISO markets. 

As proposed, PJM will not be able to appropriately respect storage resource state of 

charge limits in its market clearing, especially in the DA market. For example, a resource that is 

expecting to be empty at the end of the day could get scheduled to discharge at the beginning of 

the next day because PJM did not enable the resource to communicate its expected State of 

Charge for the beginning of the next day. 

Given the likelihood that many storage resources will face offer obligations in the DA 

market as a result of participation in the Capacity market, those resources will likely be receiving 

DA schedules. Thus, it is important that the three state of charge parameters, as defined by Order 

841, be available to storage resources to help ensure these schedules are physically feasible. 

This issue is more complicated because even if FERC directed PJM to include the three 

parameters in its proposed tariff, it appears that PJM would not be able to utilize them. During 

the Order 841 compliance stakeholder process, PJM staff indicated that given the RTO’s planned 
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design not to commit Energy Storage Resources, it would not be able to use such a parameter 

even if it were to have one. The compliance filing confirms this.39 Thus, even if a storage 

resource operator had the ability to enter the starting period State of Charge parameter as 

expected to be “fully charged” or “fully discharged” at the start of the upcoming DA period, it 

would not change PJM’s development of the resource’s DA schedule. Similarly, even if a storage 

resource operator had the ability to enter Maximum State of Charge Limit of “95%” and 

Minimum State of Charge Limit of “5%,” it would not change PJM’s development of the 

resource’s DA schedule. 

The fact that PJM is not equipped to use the State of Charge parameter to help ensure 

feasible and efficient schedules for storage resources clearly violates FERC’s stated purpose of 

Order 841, which is to facilitate increased participation in the RTO/ISO capacity, energy and 

ancillary services markets. 

As such, ESA respectfully requests that the Commission find that PJM’s failure to 

include state of charge parameters is non-compliant with Order 841 and direct PJM to initiate a 

stakeholder process to create a market design that (1) includes the three state of charge 

parameters (State of Charge, Maximum State of Charge, and Minimum State of Charge) as 

defined by and required by Order 841 and (2) utilizes them appropriately.  

                                                           
39 Transmittal Letter at 49, “By contrast, Maximum State of Charge, Minimum State of Charge, Minimum Charge 

Time, Maximum Charge Time, Minimum Run Time, and Maximum Run Time are commitment variables that are 

not required for PJM to dispatch an ESR within its operational range. As discussed above, PJM does not propose to 

make commitment decisions for ESRs utilizing the ESR Participation Model.” 
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B.  It is unclear how PJM’s Order 841 compliance approach will be applied to 

storage resources co-located with generation. This is an issue that needs further 

evaluation. Accordingly, FERC is respectfully requested to open a generic docket 

focused on tariff provisions for electric storage resources co-located with generation. 

While Order 841 is intended only to address the participation model for electric storage 

resources, ESA notes that storage is increasingly likely to be co-located with generation at a 

shared point of interconnection (known as “hybrid resources”). PJM’s filing does not address the 

myriad ways in which Order 841 compliance affects the market participation of hybrid resources 

that include electric storage. Questions remain as to what category hybrid resources should 

register as; how they are parameterized in market software; what their capacity value is; how 

they interconnect; and other topics. Lack of clarity in these matters may ultimately constrain the 

participation of hybrid resources that include electric storage. 

Recognizing this is a shared issue across RTOs’ compliance filings, ESA respectfully 

recommends that FERC open a new docket to address this matter, either by issuing a notice of 

inquiry to RTOs on how they intend to treat the market participation of hybrid resources or by 

convening a technical conference of the same. Moreover, recognizing that the docket leading to 

Order 841 initially began nearly three years ago to address the lack of clarity for market 

participation of electric storage resources, ESA urges FERC to begin this work now to produce 

timely guidance for the market participation of hybrid resources. By doing so, the Commission 

will ensure that RTO/ISO tariffs keep pace with technological innovation that aims to reduce 

costs and increase competition in organized wholesale markets. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The Energy Storage Association respectfully requests that FERC approve PJM’s filing, 

with the exception of confirming the 10-hour duration requirement for Capacity Storage 

Resource qualification, which is a clear violation of the Commission’s mandates in Order 841. 
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Additionally, ESA respectfully requests actions by FERC to ensure appropriate follow-on efforts 

to more wholly develop the market participation model for storage in PJM’s markets. 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

THE ENERGY STORAGE ASSOCIATION  

 

By its attorney,  

 

 

 

Andrew O. Kaplan  

Pierce Atwood LLP  

100 Summer Street, Ste. 2250  

Boston, MA 02110-2106  

Tel: 617-488-8104  

akaplan@pierceatwood.com 

 

Dated: February 7, 2019 
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